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Thermodynamics of Pb(II) and Zn(II) binding to MT-3, a neurologically important metallothionein

M. C. Carpenter a1, A. Shami Shah b3, S. DeSilva b4, A. Gleaton b5, A. Su b2, B. Goundie b, M. L. Croteau c, M. J. Stevenson d, D. E. Wilcox a* and R. N. Austin b c2

Isothermal titration calorimetry (ITC) was used to quantify the thermodynamics of Pb^{2+} and Zn^{2+} binding to metallothionein-3 (MT-3). Pb^{2+} binds to zinc-replete Zn^{2+}-MT-3 displacing each zinc ion with a similar change in free energy (ΔG) and enthalpy (ΔH). EDTA chelation measurements of Zn^{2+}-MT-3 and Pb^{2+}-MT-3 reveal that both metal ions are extracted in a triphasic process, indicating that they bind to the protein in three populations with different binding thermodynamics. Metal binding is entropically favoured, with an enthalpic penalty that reflects the enthalpic cost of cysteine deprotonation accompanying thiolate ligation of the metal ions. These data indicate that Pb^{2+} binding to both apo MT-3 and Zn^{2+}-MT-3 is thermodynamically favourable, and implicate MT-3 in neuronal lead biochemistry.

A. Introduction

Lead is a heavy metal whose distribution in the environment has been radically altered by human activities, yet it has no known beneficial function in biology. Pb^{2+} substitutes primarily for Zn^{2+} and Ca^{2+} in biomolecules and exerts a wide range of toxic effects in all organisms in which its toxicity has been studied. In humans, its effects can be separated into acute toxicities that are seen at relatively high doses, and pernicious effects on learning and behaviour that manifest at much lower doses and are most directly correlated with lead exposure in young children. Recent studies suggest that childhood lead exposure can be linked to central nervous system pathologies later in adulthood.

Much is still unknown about mammalian transport of Pb^{2+}. It is thought to enter the body primarily through divalent metal transporters (DMTs), and may cross the blood-brain barrier through passive diffusion as the Pb(OH)_{2} ion. Given its high affinity for both thiol and carboxylate ligands, Pb^{2+} is likely to be associated with endogenous proteins inside the brain, but their identities are unclear.

Metallothioneins (MTs) are potential mediators of Pb^{2+} biochemistry. They are small (~60 residue) proteins with 20 cysteines that can bind a total of 7 divalent metal ions (normally zinc) and as many as 12 monovalent ions. They have been considered “heavy metal sponges”, protecting living organisms from the deleterious effects of toxic metals that induce their biosynthesis. Once expressed, they bind and sequester the inducing toxic metal ions.

There are four common isoforms of mammalian metallothionein, MT-1, MT-2, MT-3 and MT-4, all of which are Class I members of the MT family of proteins. MT-3 is primarily expressed in human brain tissue, which suggests it could have a potential role in modulating lead neurochemistry.
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MT-3 is frequently isolated as an air-stable mixed Cu²⁺/Zn²⁺ species but its levels are correlated with in vivo zinc concentrations, suggesting the potential for a key role in neuronal Zn/Cu-metallobiochemistry.⁴⁴⁻⁴⁶

The in vivo chemistry of MT-3 is less understood than that of the other MT isoforms.¹⁴, ²¹, ³⁷⁻⁴⁸ Also known as the neuronal “growth inhibitory factor” (GIF),⁴⁶⁻⁴⁸ MT-3 may protect against certain brain pathologies.⁴⁹⁻⁵¹ Some studies have shown that MT-3 is present at lower concentrations in the brains of individuals with Alzheimer’s disease (AD), relative to healthy counterparts,²², ⁵³ although other reports failed to confirm this result consistently.²¹, ⁵⁴ It is believed that MT-3 can ameliorate the toxicity of AD by chelating Cu²⁺ that is bound to Aβ₁₄₀,³⁷ based on the observation that MT-3 abolishes the production of ROS by Aβ₁₄₀, presumably by removing the redox-active metal ion.³⁷, ⁵⁵

The metal binding properties of MT have been examined with Zn²⁺, Cd²⁺, Hg²⁺, Cu²⁺, Ag⁺, Au⁺, Fe²⁺, Co²⁺, Bi³⁺, and As³⁺.⁴⁴, ⁴⁶⁻⁶² These studies have investigated both metal binding to the apo (metal free) protein and metal displacement from the protein, which provides a ranking of its metal affinity that reflects the thiophilicity of the metal ion. Metallation of the apo form of the protein occurs rapidly.²⁴, ⁶³ CD spectroscopy indicates that apo MT is relatively unstructured in the absence of metal ions, which stabilize a well-defined protein structure upon binding.⁵⁴, ⁶⁵ The role of partially structured forms of the protein during (de)metallation reactions is of current interest.⁶⁶

Due to its high affinity for several thiophilic closed-shell metal ions and its susceptibility to oxidation, fewer studies have quantified metal binding by MT. Early studies used pH titrations and electrochemical methods to determine average binding constants for Zn²⁺ and Cd²⁺. Kretzel and Maret used competition with fluorescent ligands to show that four zinc ions bind to MT-2 with a binding constant of 6.3 x 10¹¹, and three additional zinc ions bind with weaker affinity (3.1 x 10⁹, 7.9 x 10⁷, and 5 x 10⁵).²⁷ Recently, Pinter and Stillman have reported individual Zn²⁺ binding constants in the range 6.3 x 10¹¹ to 3.2 x 10¹² from mass spectrometry measurements.⁷¹ An average binding constant of 6.2 x 10¹⁰ has been reported for Zn²⁺ binding to MT-3.⁶⁷

Both qualitative and quantitative information on Pb²⁺ binding to MT is surprisingly sparse, in spite of numerous studies that have sought correlations between MT expression and lead exposure.⁷²⁻⁷⁵ In 1984, Waalkes, et al demonstrated that 1.5 µM Pb²⁺ displaced 50% of the Zn²⁺ from 100 µg of rat hepatic Zn₂⁺MT in 1 mL of solution.⁶² Only Cd²⁺ was found to have a lower EC₅₀, but 5% of the zinc was still bound in the presence of 1 mM Pb²⁺, which was a higher percentage than most other metals studied. Later studies have suggested that lead binds to metallothioneins more tightly than zinc,⁷⁶⁻⁷⁷, although with potentially complex kinetics.⁷⁸⁻⁷⁹

The technique of isothermal titration calorimetry (ITC) is capable of measuring the thermodynamics of metal ions binding to peptides and proteins.⁸⁰⁻⁸³ To date, ITC has not been widely used to study metal ions binding to MT, which is likely due to the oxygen sensitivity of the apo protein that hampers its characterization by ITC and other methods. This issue, however, can be addressed by performing ITC measurements under an inert atmosphere. Herein, we report the results from anaerobic ITC measurements of Pb²⁺ displacing Zn²⁺ from Zn₂⁺MT-3 and experiments in which EDTA was used to chelate metal ions from both Pb⁺⁻MT-3 and Zn⁺⁻MT-3. These results provide important insight into Pb²⁺ binding to both the apo form of the protein and Zn₂⁺MT-3.

B. Experimental Procedure

Materials and methods

MT-3 in the pGEX-4T1 (GE Healthcare, Little Chalfont, UK) was a generous gift of Professor Silvia Atri an, University of Barcelona and purified using a modified version of previously published protocols.⁴⁰, ⁵⁸ An Akta UP10 FPLC was used for protein purification and a Coy chamber was used for anaerobic protein manipulations. Low speed centrifugation was done with a Sorvall RC-5C Plus centrifuge and higher speed centrifugation above 10,000 rpm were done with Beckman Optima LE-80 ultracentrifuge.

MES and bis-Tris buffers were purchased in highest purity from Sigma-Aldrich as were metal salts, dithiothreitol (DTT), and 5,5'-dithiobis-(2-nitrobenzoic acid) (DTNB). Thrombin from bovine plasma was obtained from GE Healthcare. HiTrap™desalting columns were purchased from GE healthcare. All buffers were prepared with nanopure (18 MΩ) water in acid washed glassware and treated for at least 1 hour with Chelex 100® cation exchange resin. The buffers were then filtered and ~200 mL volumes of buffer were degassed under vacuum with stirring until no air bubbles were seen, usually 0.5-1 hr. Degassed buffers were moved into a glovebox and sparged for 10 minutes with Ar. Metal and chelate stock solutions were prepared using the appropriate mass of metal salt or chelate solid, and then diluted with oxygen free buffers in the glovebox. The concentrations of metals in experimental solutions were verified by titrating metal solutions into EDTA in the ITC and ensuring that the result matched the stoichiometry, and the enthalpy, reported in the literature.

Protein Purification

Zn₂⁺MT-3 was prepared by first transforming E. coli BL21 cells with the MT-3 pGEX-4T1 plasmid. Cells were grown overnight at 37 °C on LB agar containing 100 µg/mL ampicillin. A single colony from the LB plate was used to inoculate 250 mL of LB containing 100 µg/mL ampicillin. This culture was incubated at 37 °C and agitated at 200 rpm for 16 to 18 hours. 20 mL of the LB culture was added to a 2.8 L flask containing 400 mL of TB media with 100 µg/mL ampicillin, and then incubated at 37°C and 200 rpm. The optical density was monitored at 600 nm (OD₆₀₀) using a Beckman Coulter DU 800 spectrophotometer. Once OD₆₀₀
reached 0.7, 1 mM isopropyl β-D-1-thiogalactopyranoside (IPTG) was added to induce MT-3 expression. After incubation at 30°C and 200 rpm for 1 h, 0.5 mM ZnCl₂ was added and the cultures were incubated at 37°C and 200 rpm for 16-18 hours. The cells were then harvested by centrifugation at 8,000 rpm for 15 min, and stored at -80°C. Alternatively, cells were grown using the BioSila EnPresso B growth system following all of the manufacturer’s instructions.

Cells were thawed, separated into approximately 15 g portions, and each portion was suspended in a solution of 1.248 g sucrose in 15 mL PBS (140 mM NaCl, 2.7 mM KCl, 10 mM Na₂HPO₄, 1.8 mM KH₂PO₄). Argon was bubbled through the mixture before centrifuging at 8,000 rpm for 15 min at 4°C and collecting the pellets. The pellets were then resuspended in 15 mL PBS and 6 µL β-mercaptoethanol (BME), bubbled with argon, and centrifuged at 8,000 rpm for 15 min at 4°C. The pellets were collected and resuspended in 10 mL PBS containing 1 mM DTT and 0.1 mM PMSF, and sonicated for one min at 30 W, 15 W and 8 W, with two min rest between sonications. The mixtures were then centrifuged at 8110 x g for 15 min at 4°C. The supernatant was collected and centrifuged at 48,000 rpm for 30 min before being filtered through 0.22 µm syringe filter units. A Bradford Standard Assay using Bovine Serum Albumin (BSA) or a Nanodrop assay were used to determine the protein concentration of the cell lysate.

GST tagged MT-3 was isolated from the cell lysate using GE Healthcare GSTrap FF columns. The columns were prepared by washing with 5 column volumes (CV) of filtered and degassed nanopure water, followed by 5 CV of filtered and degassed PBS. Cell lysate was loaded onto the column, and the unbound sample was washed out with 10 CV of PBS. The MT-3 fusion protein was collected by flowing 2 CV of an elution buffer (50 mM Tris-HCl, 10 mM reduced glutathione, 2.5 mM DTT) through the column and collecting the output in 4 mL fractions. Appropriate fractions were combined and concentrated using 30 kDa Amicon centrifugal filter units. Bradford Standard Assays or protein determination on a Nanodrop were performed to determine protein concentration.

To cleave the fusion protein, bovine plasma thrombin was added to a concentration of 1 unit/100 µg of protein, and the sample was allowed to incubate overnight at room temperature while undergoing gentle agitation. The sample was then loaded onto a HiLoad 26/600 75pg size exclusion column, which had been previously calibrated with a protein calibration kit, and MT-3 was eluted with PBS. MT-3 typically eluted between 200 and 250 mL. These fractions were collected and concentrated in 3 kDa centrifugal filter units, and an aliquot was run on a 15% polyacrylamide SDS–PAGE gel with silver staining to confirm the presence of protein. To determine the MT-3 concentration, the absorbance of the samples in 0.1 M HCl was measured at 220 nm, and calculated using an extinction coefficient of 53,000 M⁻¹cm⁻¹.

To demetallate MT-3, the pH was lowered to 3 by the addition of 1 M HCl. 1 mM dithiothreitol (DTT) was then added and the sample was loaded onto a HiTrap desalting column and eluted with 0.05 N HCl. The eluent was collected in 1 mL fractions, and the absorbance at 220 nm was used to determine which fractions contained MT-3. Those samples were buffer exchanged into water and lyophilized. Lyophilized MT-3 was resuspended in 1 mL of deoxygenated 100 mM MES (or bis-Tris), pH 6.0 and incubated with 80 mM DTT at ambient temperature for one hour under a nitrogen atmosphere. The protein was then passed down a desalting column equilibrated with 100 mM MES (or bis-Tris), pH 6.0. The concentration of MT-3 was determined both by using a DTNB assay to measure the concentration of free thiols (20 free thiols per protein) and by measuring the absorption at 220 nm in 0.1 M HCl as described above. The DTNB assay was performed by adding 20 µL of DTNB from a 5 mg/mL stock solution in pH 8 50 mM bis tris buffer and 80 µL of the peptide solution to 900 µL of 50 mM Tris, pH 8. The absorbance of the solution at 412 nm was measured within 10 minutes, and the concentration of free thiol in solution determined using ε412=14,150 cm⁻¹M⁻¹.

To form M₃MT-3, 7 equivalents of Pb(NO₃)₂ or ZnCl₂ were added to the apo protein. All manipulations with the apo form of the protein were carried out in an anaerobic Coy Chamber. Given metallothionein’s proclivity towards oxidation, reduction and remetallation were done in a Coy Chamber immediately before each ITC experiment.

**ITC data collection and analysis**

For ITC experiments, the protein concentration was determined as described above. The concentration of the EDTA solution was 10 times the concentration of M²⁺ in the protein solution and prepared in the same buffer. For the displacement titrations, the concentration of Pb(NO₃)₂ was 10 times the concentration of Zn²⁺ in the Zn-MT-3 samples and prepared in the same buffer. All experiments were performed on a MicroCal VP-ITC in a custom built glovebox that was continuously purged with N₂ prior to and during experiments, which were performed at 25 ± 0.2°C and 307 rpm stirring. Titrant was normally delivered to the cell in 30-40, 8-10 µL injections. The heat of dilution, determined by the heat of the final injections of each experiment, was subtracted from the integrated data. The pH, concentrations and ionic strength of the buffers were always carefully matched between the titrant and cell solutions. The data were presented as the baseline-adjusted heat flow vs time in the upper panel, and the integrated concentration-normalized molar heat per injection vs the molar ratio of titrant to titrand in the lower panel. The data were analyzed using a one set of sites, two sets of sites, or competition binding model provided in Origin 7.0 software by MicroCal. All reported thermodynamic parameters are the average and standard deviation of at least two datasets. In order to accurately quantify the binding constant of the third inflection with the competition binding model, the concentration of the protein in the cell was adjusted so that the inflection of interest occurred at a 1:1 molar ratio, which had no effect on the value of the binding constant or
the binding enthalpy given by the fitting model. The competition binding model has a narrow ‘window’ of conditions for convergence to a unique and reasonable fit. This required that the concentrations in the syringe and the cell, and therefore the input (fixed) binding enthalpies, be scaled by a factor of $10^3$ for convergence to a unique binding constant.

C. Results and Analysis

Quantifying the affinity of a protein for metal ions in vitro provides critical information about its expected in vivo metal-binding properties. ITC, which measures the heat of binding, is a versatile method for determining metal binding constants. ITC experiments require a known concentration of the metal and the starting protein sample, and the accuracy of these values are independently confirmed by the stoichiometry from the fit of the titration data. ITC experiments can also quantify the metal-binding enthalpy, but the enthalpies of other coupled reactions (e.g., protonation, deprotonation) that contribute to the net enthalpy need to be subtracted to determine the desired metal coordination enthalpy.

The high cysteine content of MT provides a significant challenge to direct ITC measurements of metal ions binding to the apo protein. Therefore, two alternate measurements, metal displacement from the protein and metal chelation from the protein, were used to indirectly determine the MT-3 metal-binding thermodynamics. The latter provides the binding thermodynamics based on the principle of microscopic reversibility, after accounting for the metal-chelate binding thermodynamics, and has been used successfully in recent ITC studies where direct measurement of metal ions binding to a protein was not feasible.

To quantify Pb$^{2+}$ competition with the native Zn$^{2+}$ for MT-3, ITC measurements of Pb$^{2+}$ titrations into Zn$^{2+}$MT-3 were used to determine the displacement thermodynamics, as indicated by the Scheme 1 equilibrium.

$$7 \text{Pb}^{2+} + \text{Zn}^{2+}\text{MT-3} \rightleftharpoons \text{Pb}_7\text{MT-3} + 7\text{Zn}^{2+}$$

Scheme 1

The thermograms that result from these titration have, as shown in a representative example in Figure 1, a single inflection that can be fit to a one-site binding model. The experimental values, averaged from two independent experiments, are $n_{\text{ITC}} = 5.8 \pm 0.03$, $K_{\text{ITC}} = 3.1 \pm 0.2 \times 10^5$, $\Delta H_{\text{ITC}} = -7.16 \pm 0.05$ kcal/mol.

Figure 1. ITC measurement of Pb$^{2+}$ titration into Zn$^{2+}$MT-3 in MES buffer, pH 6.0; best-fit values are $n_{\text{ITC}} = 5.8 \pm 0.03$, $K_{\text{ITC}} = 3.1 \pm 0.2 \times 10^5$, $\Delta H_{\text{ITC}} = -7.16 \pm 0.05$ kcal/mol.
To determine the thermodynamics of Pb\textsuperscript{2+} binding to MTv3, chelation titrations with EDTA were performed, as indicated by the Scheme 2 equilibrium.

\[7 \text{EDTA} + \text{Pb}\textsubscript{2+} \text{MTv3} \rightleftharpoons \text{MTv3} + 7 \text{PbEDTA}\]

These titrations are unusual in that they have three inflections with alternating enthalpies, indicating the sequential removal of three populations of Pb\textsuperscript{2+} ions that are bound to MT-3 with unique thermodynamics (Figure 2). Because these data are complex, concatenated titrations in which the syringe was refilled with the titrant were performed. Data from the multiple files were then merged to create a single thermogram. The concentration of EDTA in the concatenated measurements was lowered to provide more injections and, therefore, more information about each chelation event (inflection) in the thermogram. The experimental stoichiometry of EDTA and the metallated protein at the titration endpoint confirms the metal occupancy of the starting protein sample.

To determine the Zn\textsuperscript{2+} binding thermodynamics, EDTA chelation of Zn\textsuperscript{2+} from MT-3 was measured with ITC, according to the Scheme 3 equilibrium.

\[7 \text{EDTA} + \text{Zn}\textsubscript{2+} \text{MT-3} \rightleftharpoons \text{MT-3} + 7 \text{ZnEDTA}\]

Titrations of EDTA into Zn\textsubscript{2+}MT-3 yielded isotherms with three inflections that are qualitatively similar to those of the Pb\textsuperscript{2+} chelation titrations, indicating that Zn\textsuperscript{2+} is also bound to MT-3 in three populations with different binding thermodynamics (Figure 3). Both the Pb\textsuperscript{2+} and Zn\textsuperscript{2+} chelation titrations required similar fitting and analysis to obtain the binding thermodynamic values. Again, the experimentally determined stoichiometry for the reaction between EDTA and the protein sample confirms the metal occupancy of the starting protein sample.

**Figure 2** ITC measurement of EDTA addition to Pb\textsubscript{2+}MT-3 in 100 mM MES, pH 6.0; A) fit of first inflection with one-site model, \(n_{\text{ITC}} = 0.50 +/- 0.01, K_{\text{ITC}} = 8.3 (+/- 0.5) \times 10^5, \Delta H_{\text{ITC}} = -7.8 +/- 0.1 \text{ kcal/mol};\) B) fit of second and third inflections with two-sites model, \(n_{1\text{ITC}} = 0.80 +/- 0.01, K_{1\text{ITC}} = 3 (+/- 1) \times 10^3, \Delta H_{1\text{ITC}} = -0.7 +/- 0.1 \text{ kcal/mol}, n_{2\text{ITC}} = 0.20 +/- 0.01, K_{2\text{ITC}} = 1.7 (+/- 0.2) \times 10^8, \Delta H_{2\text{ITC}} = -5.0 +/- 0.3 \text{ kcal/mol};\) C) fit of third inflection with competition model, \(K_A = 1.3 \times 10^{14} \text{ (fixed)}, \Delta H_A = -1.1 \times 10^4 \text{ kcal/mol (fixed)}, \Delta H_B = -6.6 \times 10^3 \text{ kcal/mol (fixed)}, K_{1\text{ITC}} = 8 (+/- 2) \times 10^{11};\) red points were masked for fitting purposes.
Because of the three inflections, which are sequentially exothermic, endothermic and exothermic, and a complicated stoichiometric relationship among MTv3, the metal ions, and the added chelate, none of the readily available models can fit the complete isotherm at once. In order to determine the net experimental enthalpy for each chelation event, only one or two inflections were fit at a time.

For the concatenated data, it is possible to use the two-site binding model to separately fit the first and second inflections and the second and third inflections. The enthalpy value for the second inflection in both of these fits is equivalent, indicating that this piece-wise fitting approach is valid.

The experimental enthalpy values from the chelation experiments require additional analysis because of the multiple coupled equilibria upon addition of the EDTA. Specifically, \( \Delta H_{ITC} \) includes dissociation of the metal ion from MTv3 (\( \Delta H_{MTv3-M} \)), the metal ion binding to EDTA (\( \Delta H_{EDTA-M} \)) and displacing protons (\( \Delta H_{EDTA-H} \)), and the concomitant protonation of the apo MTv3 (\( \Delta H_{MTv3-H} \)) and the buffer (\( \Delta H_{buffer-H} \)) (Scheme 4). Table 1 contains the three average experimental enthalpy values from the best fits of the Pb\( ^{2+} \) and Zn\( ^{2+} \) chelation measurements (columns a, b, c), and the correction for each metal binding to EDTA and displacing proton(s) that bind to the buffer at the experimental pH (column d; Supplementary Information), which is then used to determine the buffer-dependent enthalpy for the sequential binding of the three populations of metal ions to MTv3 (columns e, f, g). The experimentally determined stoichiometries of the three populations (columns h, i, j) then allow the weighted average buffer-dependent binding enthalpy per metal ion (column k) and the total buffer-dependent enthalpy for the formation of M\(_7\)MTv3 (column l) to be determined.

The final values in Table 1 still include an enthalpy contribution from the protonation of buffer by protons that the metals displace from MTv3. Unfortunately, the number of protons that are displaced from the protein and bind to the buffer (\( n_{\text{H}^+} \)) for each metal population (inflection) is not known. However, a comparison of these metal binding enthalpies to the enthalpy of Pb\( ^{2+} \) displacing Zn\( ^{2+} \), which involves no protons but requires a correction for the difference between the metal-buffer interaction enthalpies (Table 1), reveals that 17 protons are displaced from MTv3 (\( n_{\text{H}^+} = 17 \)) when 7 metal ions bind to the apo protein at pH 6.0.
This information now allows us to determine the buffer-independent formation enthalpies for Pb\textsuperscript{2+}-MT-3 and Zn\textsuperscript{2+}-MT-3 (Table 2). Correcting for the protonation enthalpy of the buffer (column b), reveals a net endothermic formation of both metalloprotein complexes (column d). To compare the enthalpy of Pb\textsuperscript{2+} binding to MT-3 from these chelation measurements to the value determined from the displacement measurements, the deprotonation enthalpy of the MT-3 cysteines was estimated from the value for glutathione (column e). Accounting for the enthalpy of the displacement of 17 protons gives the enthalpy of 7 Pb\textsuperscript{2+} or 7 Zn\textsuperscript{2+} ions binding to fully deprotonated MT-3 (column f). The difference between these two values (-67 kcal/mol) is virtually identical to the experimental proton-independent enthalpy of 7 Pb\textsuperscript{2+} ions displacing 7 Zn\textsuperscript{2+} ions from MT-3 (-66 kcal/mol), which confirms the internal consistency of the displacement and chelation measurements.

Chelation titrations also allow the binding constants for the different populations of Pb\textsuperscript{2+} and Zn\textsuperscript{2+} ions to be determined. Because these titrations involve a competition between EDTA (species A) and MT-3 (species B), a competition model that can fit a single binding event was used to fit the third inflection. The binding constant (K\textsubscript{A}) and binding enthalpy (\(\Delta H\textsubscript{A}\)) for Pb\textsuperscript{2+} or Zn\textsuperscript{2+} binding to EDTA under the experimental conditions (Supplementary Information), as well as the enthalpy for the third chelation event (\(\Delta H\textsubscript{A}\)) determined with other binding models (vide supra), were fixed parameters in these fits, which provided the K value for the third chelation event (K\textsubscript{B}). Finally, K values for the first and second chelation events (inflections) were estimated from a comparison of the shape of the MT-3 isotherms to the bi-phasic chelation isotherms found with insulin (1 order of magnitude difference), and OpdA (2.5 orders of magnitude difference). We estimate that K values of the second and first chelation events are successively ~1.5 orders of magnitude smaller than K of the third chelation event. Since chelation is the reverse of binding, the average experimental values for each metal ion are indicated in Table 3 as the sequential binding constants, and binding free energies, for the three populations of metal ions binding to MT-3.

![Table 1](image1.png)

**Table 1.** Experimental enthalpies for chelation and displacement measurements of metal ions binding to MT-3 at pH 6.0, and analysis to obtain the buffer-dependent binding enthalpies; units of kcal/mol.

![Table 2](image2.png)

**Table 2.** Analysis to determine the buffer-independent formation enthalpies for M\textsubscript{2}-MT-3 and the formation enthalpies with deprotonated Cys thiols; units of kcal/mol.
Table 3. Thermodynamic values from an analysis of calorimetric data for the three populations of metal ions binding to MTv3 at pH 6.0 and 298 K; a) units of kcal/mol, b) units of cal/mol K.

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>population</th>
<th># metals</th>
<th># protons</th>
<th>K</th>
<th>∆G*</th>
<th>∆H*</th>
<th>-T∆S*</th>
<th>∆Sb</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>Pb²⁺</td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>1ˢᵗ</td>
<td>2.2</td>
<td>5.8</td>
<td>5.3 x 1⁰¹¹</td>
<td>-16.0</td>
<td>+3.5</td>
<td>-19.5</td>
<td>65</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>2ⁿᵈ</td>
<td>2.3</td>
<td>9.2</td>
<td>~1.6 x 1⁰¹⁰</td>
<td>-13.9</td>
<td>+3.2</td>
<td>-17.1</td>
<td>57</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>3ʳᵈ</td>
<td>2.6</td>
<td>2.0</td>
<td>~5 x 1⁰⁸</td>
<td>-11.9</td>
<td>-1.2</td>
<td>-10.7</td>
<td>36</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Zn²⁺</td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>1ˢᵗ</td>
<td>3.9</td>
<td>12.6</td>
<td>6.8 x 1⁰¹⁰</td>
<td>-14.8</td>
<td>+18.8</td>
<td>-33.6</td>
<td>113</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>2ⁿᵈ</td>
<td>1.7</td>
<td>4.4</td>
<td>~2.4 x 1⁰⁷</td>
<td>-12.8</td>
<td>+4.8</td>
<td>-17.6</td>
<td>59</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>3ʳᵈ</td>
<td>1.4</td>
<td>0</td>
<td>~7 x 1⁰⁷</td>
<td>-10.7</td>
<td>-1.1</td>
<td>-9.6</td>
<td>32</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

D. Discussion

Due to the difficulty of measuring the metal-binding thermodynamics of MT directly, two alternate experiments, chelation with EDTA and metal displacement, were used to quantify Pb²⁺ binding to MTv3. Recent success with the chelation of metal ions bound to insulin and the binuclear metallohydrolase OpdA guided these measurements. Analysis of the chelation data enables the change in free energy, enthalpy and entropy for metal ions binding to MTv3 to be determined without the complications of excess metal ions or oxidation of the apo protein. The formation enthalpies of both Pb-MT-3 and Zn-MT-3 have been determined by accounting for all coupled equilibria and determining the total number of protons displaced upon metal binding at the experimental pH (17 H⁺). Accounting for the deprotonation enthalpy of the metal-binding Cys residues allows the metal displacement enthalpy to be estimated (~67 kcal/mol) from the Pb²⁺ and Zn²⁺ chelation enthalpies. The match between this estimated value and the experimentally measured displacement enthalpy (~66 kcal/mol) is remarkably good, indicating an internal consistency in the analysis of the binding thermodynamics.

The similar three-phase chelation isotherms for both Pb-MT-3 and Zn-MT-3 indicate that both metal ions bind to the protein in three populations with different thermodynamics. This is generally consistent with previous results for Zn²⁺ binding to MT-2, where it was found that four Zn²⁺ bind with the highest affinity, two with a somewhat lower affinity and a 7th with even lower affinity. A complete thermodynamic analysis requires the number of protons displaced by each of the three populations of metal ions because protonation of the buffer upon metal binding to thiols contributes to the experimental enthalpy. Although we can determine the total number of protons displaced at pH 6.0 from a comparison of the enthalpy of the chelation data for both metal ions and the enthalpy of the displacement data that involves no proton displacement, careful deconvolution of chelation data in different buffers would be required to determine the number for each population. However, based on the known sequential (stochastic) metal-binding mechanism of MT and the coordination properties of these metal ions, we can estimate the proton displacement for each population and determine their individual binding thermodynamics. This analysis is based on the well-founded assumption that each metal ion will bind to four Cys and will displace the proton from each thiol if they are protonated (17 are protonated in apo MT-3 at pH 6.0). As indicated in Table 3, this allows us to estimate the number of protons displaced by each population of metal ions and thereby determine the buffer-independent binding enthalpy, and thus the binding entropy, for each population.
<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Metal Ion</th>
<th>Metallothionein</th>
<th>pH</th>
<th>Apparent Binding Constant(s)</th>
<th>Method</th>
<th>Ref</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>Zn$^{2+}$</td>
<td>Mammalian MTs</td>
<td>7.0</td>
<td>$2 \times 10^{12}$</td>
<td>Cd NMR</td>
<td>69</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td>MT-2</td>
<td>7.4</td>
<td>$3.2 \times 10^{13}$</td>
<td>DPP$^c$</td>
<td>70</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td>MT-2</td>
<td>7.5</td>
<td>$1.3 \times 10^{12}$</td>
<td>DPP$^c$</td>
<td>70</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td>MT-1</td>
<td>7.5</td>
<td>$7.9 \times 10^{11}$</td>
<td>$^{19}$F NMR w/5FvBAPTA</td>
<td>67</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td>MT-2</td>
<td>8.0</td>
<td>$3.1 \times 10^{11}$</td>
<td>$^{19}$F NMR w/5FvBAPTA</td>
<td>67</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td>MT-3</td>
<td>8.0</td>
<td>$6.2 \times 10^{10}$</td>
<td>UV-vis/Fluorescence</td>
<td>27</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td>MT2a</td>
<td>7.4</td>
<td>$6.3 \times 10^{11}$ (4), $3.1 \times 10^{10}$ (1), $7.9 \times 10^{9}$ (1), $5 \times 10^{7}$ (1)</td>
<td>Fluorescence</td>
<td>88</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td>MT-1 &amp; MT-2</td>
<td>7.4</td>
<td>$1.7 \times 10^{11}$ (α domain), $1.8 \times 10^{11}$ (β domain)</td>
<td>Fluorescence</td>
<td>88</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td>MT1a</td>
<td>7.0</td>
<td>$3.3 \times 10^{12}$, $2.9 \times 10^{12}$, $2.3 \times 10^{12}$, $2.2 \times 10^{12}$, $1.6 \times 10^{12}$, $1.1 \times 10^{12}$, $6.3 \times 10^{11}$</td>
<td>ESI-MS</td>
<td>71</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td>MT-3</td>
<td>6.0</td>
<td>$6.8 \times 10^{9}$ (4), $2.4 \times 10^{9}$ (−2), $7 \times 10^{7}$ (−1)</td>
<td>ITC</td>
<td>this work</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Cd$^{2+}$</td>
<td>Mammalian MTs</td>
<td>7.0</td>
<td>$2 \times 10^{16}$</td>
<td>NMR</td>
<td>36</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td>MT-1</td>
<td>7.5</td>
<td>$5 \times 10^{15}$</td>
<td>DPP$^c$</td>
<td>70</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td>MT-2</td>
<td>7.5</td>
<td>$1.0 \times 10^{15}$</td>
<td>DPP$^c$</td>
<td>70</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td>Rabbit Liver MT</td>
<td></td>
<td>$6.3 \times 10^{14}$</td>
<td>Potentiometric titration</td>
<td>67</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td>MT-2</td>
<td>7.0$^a$</td>
<td>$2.9 \times 10^{10}$</td>
<td>Potentiometric titration</td>
<td>67</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td>MT-3</td>
<td>7.0$^a$</td>
<td>$7 \times 10^{14}$</td>
<td>Potentiometric titration</td>
<td>67</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td>MT-3</td>
<td>7.0$^a$</td>
<td>$2 \times 10^{14}$</td>
<td>Potentiometric titration</td>
<td>67</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Pb$^{2+}$</td>
<td>Mammalian MTs</td>
<td>7.0$^a$</td>
<td>$2.5 \times 10^{13}$</td>
<td>Voltammetry</td>
<td>36</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td>MT-2</td>
<td>4.7</td>
<td>$5.3 \times 10^{5}$</td>
<td>ITC</td>
<td>76</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td>MT-3</td>
<td>6.0</td>
<td>$5.3 \times 10^{11}$ (−2), $1.6 \times 10^{10}$ (−2), $5 \times 10^{8}$ (−3)</td>
<td>ITC</td>
<td>this work</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Cu$^{2+}$</td>
<td>MT-1$^b$ &amp; MT-2$^b$</td>
<td>7.6</td>
<td>$5.4 \times 10^{19}$</td>
<td>UV-vis w/CN$^-$</td>
<td>89</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td>MT-3$^b$</td>
<td>7.6</td>
<td>$2.0 \times 10^{21}$, $2.6 \times 10^{19}$</td>
<td>UV-vis w/CN$^-$</td>
<td>89</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td>MT-2</td>
<td>7.5</td>
<td>$4.1 \times 10^{14}$</td>
<td>ESI-MS</td>
<td>90</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

Table 4. Summary of the reported MT metal binding constants; for entries where multiple binding constants were reported, the number of metal ions that bind with each affinity is denoted in parentheses; a) values extrapolated to the denoted pH; b) mollusc MT c) differential pulse polargraphy.

The binding constants for the three binding events were determined by carefully fitting the data and by knowing the stability constant of the M$^{2+}$-EDTA product. The thermodynamics of Zn$^{2+}$ binding to MT-3 largely reflect coordination to the Cys thiols, as found for Zn$^{2+}$ binding to zinc fingers$^{91, 92}$ and small thiol-rich peptides.$^{93}$ There is an enthalpic penalty for removing the proton from cysteine, yet a more favorable entropic contribution from the loss and hydration of the displaced proton. The first population of ~4 Zn$^{2+}$ ions that are bound most tightly to MTv3 each bind to four Cys thiols, most of which are protonated. The next population binds less tightly to the remaining free thiols and some that are already thiolates coordinating Zn$^{2+}$ ions. The final population binds least tightly with exclusively weaker bridging thiolate coordination. As expected, the binding constants for Pb$^{2+}$ binding to MTv3 are larger than those of Zn$^{2+}$, although not as large as predicted from the displacement measurements. The stoichiometries of the three metal populations are different for Pb$^{2+}$ and Zn$^{2+}$. This likely reflects the larger size of the Pb$^{2+}$ ion and its different coordination preference, which is influenced by the stereochemical contributions of a lone pair of electrons.$^{94}$ Nevertheless, for both Pb$^{2+}$ and Zn$^{2+}$, metal binding to protonated MT-3 is driven by the entropically favorable, yet enthalpically unfavorable, binding to the Cys thiols that are deprotonated upon coordination to dipoitive metal ions.
The displacement titration data can be fit to a one-site binding model, suggesting that the difference between Pb\(^{2+}\) and Zn\(^{2+}\) in their binding free energies and binding enthalpies is nearly the same for all seven ions. This appears to reflect the intrinsic chemical properties of these two metal ions when coordinated to thiolates and not their specific coordination to MT-3, as the displacement thermodynamics is the same for the first and last Zn\(^{2+}\), with no difference among the three populations of bound Zn\(^{2+}\) ions. While a careful analysis of the binding enthalpies from the chelation and displacement measurements shows an internally consistent value (vide supra), the displacement equilibrium constant (K ~ 10\(^5\)) is larger than predicted with the stability constants from the chelation data (K\(_{Pb} \sim 10 \times K_{Zn}\) for each population; Table 3). From the chelation experiment data, it is possible to calculate an overall \(\beta\)-using the K values in Table 3 and weighting them by the number of metal ions in each population. This analysis yields \(\beta_1 = 7.6 \times 10^{11}\) for Pb\(^{2+}\) binding to apo MT-3 and \(\beta_2 = 1.5 \times 10^{19}\) for Zn\(^{2+}\) binding to apo MT-3. An alternate interpretation of the displacement titration is a cooperative process in which the addition of one equivalent of Pb\(^{2+}\) leads to 1/7\(^{th}\) equivalent of Pb\(_{7}\)-MT-3. If this is the case, then the equilibrium constant for the displacement reaction is determined by the ratio of the two \(\beta\)-values, which is 500 and still smaller than the experimental displacement value (~ 10\(^5\)).

A difference between the formation of Pb\(_{7}\)-MT-3 by Pb\(^{2+}\) binding to apo MT-3 and by Zn\(^{2+}\) binding to apo MT-3 followed by Pb\(^{2+}\) displacement, as illustrated by the thermodynamic cycle in Figure 4, is the presence of displaced Zn\(^{2+}\) ions in the latter. These may contribute to a more stable Pb\(_{7}\)-MT-3 structure, perhaps consistent with a report that MT-3 has an 8\(^{th}\) binding site for metal ions,\(^{45}\) or other reports that MT can bind “excess” metal ions forming super-metallated complexes.\(^{24, 79}\) In contrast, both the Pb\(^{2+}\) and Zn\(^{2+}\) EDTA chelation experiments start from the canonical form with seven metal ions and thus avoid complications from the presence of excess metal ions. The seventh root of the \(\beta\)-value gives the average K value for the seven metal ions binding to MT-3. This value is 1.9 \times 10^{15} for Pb\(^{2+}\) and 7.6 \times 10^{6} for Zn\(^{2+}\).

The discrepancy between the equilibrium constant for the displacement reaction and the comparable value determined from the chelation experiments may reflect the free energy of protein folding, which can be considered a thermodynamic step that is distinct from the free energy of metal binding. Gibney \textit{et al} illustrated this point when they engineered proteins with pre-formed zinc binding sites.\(^{93}\) Comparing metal binding to proteins with pre-formed sites to metal binding to similar proteins that are not pre-folded enabled them to estimate the free energy of folding (positive) and the free energy of metal binding (negative). If the structures of Pb\(_{7}\)-MT-3 and Zn\(_{7}\)-MT are different, as they may well be, then the free energy of protein folding may be different as well. Experiments are underway to probe this hypothesis further.

Four other studies have reported Pb\(^{2+}\) binding to metallothionein,\(^{36, 76, 77, 79}\) and several notable comparisons can be made with our results. Chu \textit{et al} report an equilibrium constant for the displacement of Zn\(^{2+}\) by Pb\(^{2+}\) at pH 4.7 that is very similar to the value we find at pH 6.0 (1.3 \times 10^{5} vs 3 \times 10^{5}), which is consistent with a minimal effect of pH on this process.\(^{76}\) The binding constant of 5.3 \times 10^{4} that they report for Pb\(^{2+}\) binding to apo MT-2 at pH 4.7 is, unsurprisingly, considerably lower than the value determined from our chelation measurements at pH 6.0. While there is no evidence for triphasic binding under the more acidic conditions, they do report different structures for Pb-MT formed by displacement of Zn\(^{2+}\) from Zn\(_{7}\)-MT and Pb-MT formed by titration of Pb\(^{2+}\) into apo MT, consistent with the different equilibrium constants we find for these two experiments. He \textit{et al} also suggest structurally distinct forms of Pb-MT as a function of pH.\(^{77}\) Palacios \textit{et al} report that addition of seven equivalents of Pb\(^{2+}\) to apo MT-3 leads to 1/7\(^{th}\) equivalent of Pb\(_{7}\)-MT following EDTA chelation experiments, perhaps consistent with a report that MTv3 has an 8\(^{th}\) binding site for metal ions,\(^{79}\) The time scale of this reported re-equilibration, however, is considerably longer than our ITC measurements. Thus, the results of Chu \textit{et al}\(^{76}\), Kagi \textit{et al}\(^{79}\) and He \textit{et al}\(^{77}\) and the results reported here are all consistent with a predominant Pb-MT species formed, at least initially, upon addition of seven equivalents of Pb\(^{2+}\) to either Zn\(_{7}\)-MT or apo MT.

Table 4 places our results in the context of other published binding constants for zinc, cadmium, and copper binding to mammalian metallothionein. Two important trends are notable. First, the metal binding affinities follow the expected trend Zn\(^{2+}\) < Pb\(^{2+}\) < Cd\(^{2+}\) < Cu\(^{2+}\). Experimental results presented here for MT-3 confirm that it has a higher affinity for Pb\(^{2+}\) than it does for Zn\(^{2+}\), and that the toxic metal ion readily displaces biologically-relevant Zn\(^{2+}\) from MT-3. Second, while certain methods are only capable of determining an average affinity for the several metal ions that bind to MT, other methods, including ITC used here, are able to quantitatively distinguish different affinities for metal ions binding to MT. This has been shown previously for MT-1 and MT-2, and our results demonstrate that Zn\(^{2+}\) binds to MT-3 in three sets with different affinities and binding thermodynamics. This study has also shown that Pb\(^{2+}\) similarly binds to MT-3 in three sequential sets, each with a higher affinity than the corresponding set of Zn\(^{2+}\) ions. The binding constants we find for Zn\(^{2+}\) can be compared to the reported values for other mammalian MT’s. The K values for the three MT-3 populations at pH 6 are somewhat lower than the corresponding values reported previously for MT-2 at pH 7.4.\(^{27}\) The average MT-3 affinity for Zn\(^{2+}\) found here (7.6 \times 10^{6}) is also a little lower than the reported value for MT-3 at pH 8 (6.2 \times 10^{6}).\(^{67}\)
These in vitro results provide new insight about the in vivo neurochemical roles of MT-3 by delineating its physiologically relevant metal-binding properties. This study has shown that lead ions can outcompete zinc ions for binding to MT-3. It has also shown that zinc ions are bound to MT-3 with different affinities, consistent with the notion that zinc-replete MT-3 could donate some of its zinc ions to other biomolecules.

Conclusions

The results presented here confirm that MT-3 binds Pb\(^{2+}\) with a higher affinity than it does Zn\(^{2+}\) and that Pb\(^{2+}\) displaces bound Zn\(^{2+}\) ions. Competition experiments between the metal chelator EDTA and the metal-bound forms of MT-3 reveal a multiphasic extraction and therefore, based on microscopic reversibility, multiphasic binding. This likely reflects an initial higher affinity for coordination to terminal thiol groups followed by weaker coordination to bridging thiolates, but may include protein rearrangements during formation of the metal-protein complex, and is consistent with other reports of MT binding seven metal ions with different affinities. There are also intriguing parallels between the triphasic binding thermodynamics reported here and triphasic rates of metal ions binding to MT-3.\(^96\)

The molecular mechanisms of lead neurotoxicity remain poorly understood. Given the limited solubility of Pb\(^{2+}\) under physiological conditions, and its strong affinity for thiol ligands, it is reasonable to presume that “free” Pb\(^{2+}\) ions are not found in the brain.\(^2,97\) However, the identity and nature of any chelator molecules is not known. This work shows that Pb\(^{2+}\) binding to both apo MT-3 and Zn\(^{2+}\)MT-3 is thermodynamically favourable and thus MT-3 is a candidate protein to bind lead ions that cross the blood-brain barrier. It is not clear, though, whether Pb\(^{2+}\) binding to MT-3 would be a detoxification or merely serve as a short-term repository from which lead could be released under periods of oxidative stress.\(^98\) Further studies to clarify the conditions under which Pb\(^{2+}\) is released from MT-3 and transferred to other potential neurological or pharmacological targets are underway.\(^26,30,37,96,99,100\)
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